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Watershed Protection

A. Introduction
The Laurentide ice sheet that stretched from northern
Canada south to Long Island Sound was formed 21,000
years ago. When the ice sheet began to melt and retreat
north 18,000 years ago, a glacial lake, called Lake
Hitchcock, formed in what is now the Connecticut
River Valley. About 12,000 years ago, the dam broke
and Lake Hitchcock drained (Rittenour, 1997). The
Connecticut River subsequently created a winding river
valley with a broad floodplain through this same area.

All of Bernardston is within the Connecticut River
watershed. Most of Bernardston drains to the Falls
River or directly to the Connecticut River, and a
portion in the southwestern corner of town drains to the
Deerfield River, which is a tributary of the Connecticut.
How land is managed in Bernardston has a direct effect
on the quality of the water in the Connecticut and
Deerfield Rivers which has implications for wildlife.
Because Bernardston’s drinking water supplies are
drawn from aquifers within its watershed, protection of
the watershed is also crucial for human well-being.

Credit: Wikipedia

Evidence of the long presence of glaciers remains
visible in Bernardston. The soils of the Falls River
Valley are abundant in glacial till, a mixture of silt,
sand, gravel and other materials deposited from glacial
meltwaters; many of these soils overlay aquifer
recharge areas. Within Bernardston’s twenty-three
square miles are 143 miles of streams, brooks, and
rivers, and numerous ponds and wetlands shaped in
part by the glacial history of the region.

Connecticut River Watershed
The Connecticut River flows 410 miles south from Canada to Long Island
Sound. Its watershed drains 11,260 miles with 148 tributaries, including
the Falls River in Bernardston.

3 WATERSHED PROTECTION
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B. Existing Conditions
Bernardston is a classic New England town,with
development clustered along a river where greater
opportunity for water power and travel were
traditionally afforded. Bernardston’s Falls River flows
from north to south, traveling through the Center
Village in the southern part of town, where
development is densest. The Center Village is home to
residences, the town’s small country store, the Town
Hall, and historic buildings, including the fire station,
Powers Institute, Cushman Library, Cushman Park, and
the Unitarian Church. Within Cushman Park is one of
the many wetlands in the town. Generally, water flows
from north to south into the many wetlands in the
southern portion of town.
There are also many smaller wetlands scattered
throughout the town. The areas outside of Center
Village are over 75 percent covered by forest. The

Regional Watersheds
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THAMES
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State Watersheds
Massachusetts is made up of seven major rivers and their watersheds. The
Connecticut River watershed covers the most amount of land. Bernardston
is close to the middle of the watershed along the Massachusetts-Vermont
border.
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One of the large wetlands, located in Center Village, is
a place of particular concern due to the potential for
flooding of the wetland. The rising water levels could
increase the risk for failure of the surrounding septic
systems. Because there is no municipal sewer, all
business, residential, and industrial sites maintain
private septic systems. Malfunctioning septic systems,
especially in areas of dense development, can have
serious consequences for the health of the watershed,
public and private water supplies and other natural
resources. Bernardston should address these issues in
order to maintain a healthy population and healthy
watershed.

PISCATAQUA-SALMON FALLS

Bernardston

HUDSON

large tracts of contiguous forest protect the watershed
through the effects of evapotranspiration and crown
interception of precipitation, slowing water down and
reducing its potential to cause erosion.

Franklin County, Massachusetts is within the
Connecticut River watershed, which itself is split
into small sub-basins. Majority of Bernardston is
in the Connecticut River watershed, with a small
portion of town in the Deerfield River watershed.
The Connecticut River is the largest river east
of the Mississippi River and it supports diverse
wildlife habitat and ecoservices. Bernardston’s
various brooks and streams can contribute to
the overall health of the regional watershed.

Deerfield River Watershed

BERNARDSTON

Millers River Watershed
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Westfield River Watershed

Chicopee River Watershed
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1. Surface Waters
Surface Water Flow
Surface water flows generally from mountain ridges
east and west to river valleys, and then generally from
north to south. Residential and commercial
development are concentrated in the south, where the
terrain begins to flatten out. Because Bernardston has
steep slopes with erodible soils, streams and rivers also
convey sediment to the flatter valley in the south of
town. These steep slopes contribute to the high volume
of water flow through the center of town during storm
events and when the snow melts. The high volume of
water flowing into Center Village could create the
conditions for flooding if high intensity storms occur in
the future.
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Surface Water Flow and Drainage
The majority of streams in Bernardston are
tributaries of the Falls River. The brooks in the
southwestern corner drain to the Deerfield River,
southwest of the town border.
There are a handful of wetlands in the southern
part of town that support valued ecosystems,
and large amounts of sediment being conveyed
into the center of town could be potentially
harmful to the wildlife habitat within those
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Surface Water Resources
Surface waters are abundant across Bernardston. They
include perennial and intermittent streams, rivers,
lakes, ponds, wetlands, and potential and certified
vernal pools.

public water supplies and groundwater by filtering
pollutants carried in runoff, allowing water to infiltrate
and replenish the aquifers, and to maintain flow in
streams and wetlands. These 200-foot resource areas
can also help protect wildlife habitats and fisheries.

There are over fifty potential vernal pools in
Bernardston and only one certified pool. A vernal pool
is a temporary body of water that is generally filled by
spring rain or snow melt, then dries up in the summer.
Vernal pools support abundant communities of wildlife
(MacCallum, 2009), see Element 4 for further
information.

The Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act requires
wetlands classified by the Department of
Environmental Protection have a 100-foot regulatory
buffer, which is meant to prevent adverse impacts on
the wetland (DEP, 2014). Intermittent streams are also
subject to a 100-foot buffer, with similar restrictions as
the wetland buffer.

Perennial streams and rivers are regulated by the
Rivers Protection Act, which includes a 200-foot
Riverfront Resource Area on either side of the river or
stream. This area has development restrictions and
helps to protect the vegetation, wildlife, and water
supply within the 200 feet. The regulations assigned to
the Riverfront Resource Area help to prevent pollution
by filtering and trapping sediments, oils, metals and
other pollutants and cleansing the water of pollutants
through toxic chemical breakdown in plants and soils.
The Riverfront Resource Area also helps to protect the

The Rivers and Wetland Protection Acts offer some
level of regulation to protect these resources and the
values associated with them. However, sedimentation
and increasing storm flows associated with extreme
storm events can impair the ecological integrity of
these resources and create hazards for public health.
Large tracts of contiguous forest in Bernardston help to
protect its watersheds. The crowns of trees intercept
precipitation, slowing water, reducing its potential to
cause erosion, and promoting infiltration rather than
runoff.

Surface Water Resources
The one certified vernal pool in Bernardston
is located on the west side of town on one of
the steep ridges. The potential vernal pools
are scattered throughout the town. The largest
wetlands in town are located in the southern
portion of town, catching a large amount of the
water that flows south towards the Connecticut
River.
The water bodies in town each have their
regulated zones surrounding them, controlling
the various activities that can take place in and
around them.
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Major Rivers
Connecticut River
Bernardston’s Falls River is a tributary of the
Connecticut River, the largest river east of the
Mississippi River. The river totals 410 miles from its
source at the Fourth Connecticut Lake on the Canadian
border (Connecticut River Joint Commission, 2015).
The Connecticut River drains into Long Island Sound,
on the Atlantic Ocean in Old Saybrook, Connecticut.
Its watershed drains 11,250 square miles. Because all
of Bernardston is in the Connecticut River watershed,
maintaining the health of the Falls River and its
watershed will have a positive impact on the water
quality of the Connecticut River and ecosystems
downstream.

Credit: Wikipedia

Credit: Rachel Lindsay

Deerfield River
The Deerfield River, also a tributary of the Connecticut
River, begins near Glastenbury and Stratton, Vermont,
and flows around seventy miles south and east through
western Massachusetts until it enters the Connecticut
River in Greenfield. The Deerfield River does not flow
through Bernardston but three sub-basins in the town
are within its 665-square-mile watershed. The
Deerfield River is a popular place for recreation year
round, drawing visitors from around the region.
Because of the heavy recreational use of this river,
there are regional organizations, such as the Deerfield
River Watershed Association, that seek to coordinate
efforts within this watershed to maintain the quality of
its water and wildlife.
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Connecticut River

Deerfield River

The Connecticut River flows south from Canada and drains into the Atlantic

The Deerfield River flows west to east and drains into the Connecticut River

Ocean. The largest river east of the Mississippi, its watershed extends over

south of Bernardston. The brooks in the southwestern corner of

Bernardston.

Bernardston are tributaries of the Deerfield River.
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Falls River
The Falls River flows from Vermont through the center
of Bernardston and on into Greenfield. Its thirtysquare-mile watershed extends into Vermont and
northern Greenfield. Forest cover within the watershed
is around seventy-seven percent. Though this extensive
forest cover helps reduce the erosion of upslope soils
and sedimentation of the river, the potential for
flooding caused by large storms remains a concern in
Center Village due to the proximity of buildings and
roads to the river.
The 2003 Water Quality Assessment Report from the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP), concluded that the portion of the
Falls River that flows through Bernardston is a Class B
fishable and swimmable river supporting aquatic life
and aesthetic uses (Carr, Kennedy, 2008). In 2008, the
DEP classified the Falls River as a Category 2 river,
which means that the river is either unimpaired or that
not enough data exist (or was assessed) to determine
any level of importance (Watershed Planning Program,
2014).
Many Bernardston residents have said that they would
like to have better public access to use the river for
recreation; currently, access is largely through private
property.
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Brooks and Streams
Keets Brook
Keets Brook runs west to east and ultimately joins the
Falls River near the Vermont border. It has a watershed
of about seventeen square miles, with about 86 percent
forest cover.

Couch Brook
Couch Brook originates at the easternmost edge of
Leyden and flows east through the mountains and into
the Falls River. Its watershed is about three square
miles with roughly 85 percent forest cover
(StreamStats, 2015). Residents in Bernardston have
identified Keets and Couch Brooks as favorite places to
fish and take advantage of the “beautiful scenic
resources” and “serene hemlock forests” (Livingston,
Sprague, Sullivan, 2008).
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Stream along Fox Hill Road
The stream adjacent to Fox Hill Road on the western
side of town does not converge with the Falls River but
flows directly into one of the state-owned wetlands in
the center of town. The watershed calculated from the
exit point of the wetland is roughly one square mile
with 65 percent forest cover and an average 13 percent
slope (StreamStats, 2015). Erosion from this
watershed’s steep slopes and smaller percentage of
forest cover (compared to Keets and Couch Brooks),
contributes to sediment being conveyed downstream
into Cushman Park in Center Village (discussed further
below).

Mill Brook
The southwesternmost brook, Mill Brook, flows
through the recharge area of the Barton Road Well
public water supply in Bernardston. These recharge
areas are discussed in further detail in the Groundwater
section below. The brook has a watershed of roughly
three square miles with an 11 percent average slope. Its
87 percent forest cover helps to regulate the
temperature of the water, which helps to protect the
Aquatic Core habitat found here.
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Dry Brook
On the far eastern side of town, Dry Brook flows from
close to the northern border south into Gill. The
watershed for this brook is around four square miles
with an average slope of 8 percent in Bernardston.
Forest cover is 85 percent, consistent with the other
sub-basins in town (StreamStats, 2015). This brook
does not pass through the center of town, but the
northern sections of the brook are located in Satan’s
Kingdom, a wildlife management area owned by the
Department of Fish and Game. The brook is the main
source of water for the well owned by Northfield
Mount Hermon, further discussed in the Groundwater
section. Dry Brook has also been identified as a Core
Habitat. (See Element Natural and Cultural Resources
for further detail.)

Wetlands
Bernardston is home to a diversity of wetlands, mainly
located in the southern part of town. Wetlands are
characterized by their soils and dominant vegetation
type, and can only be delineated on the ground. The
Wetland Protection Act was created to protect the
values attributed to wetlands, including supplying
drinking water, mitigating floods, preventing storm
damage, and supporting fish and wildlife habitat. If one
wants to develop or alter land within the buffer zone
within 100 feet of a wetland, a Notice of Intent must be
filed with the local Conservation Commission.
According to the 2008 Open Space and Recreation
Plan, wetlands cover roughly 3 to 4 percent of
Bernardston. But a professional wetland scientist, Bill
Lattrell, suggests it is likely closer to 12 percent. This
suggests that potentially more area is in need of
regulation under the WPA than may be mapped
currently by the Department of Environmental
Protection.
One of the largest wetlands in town is along
Bernardston’s southeastern edge. It is not currently
identified as Priority Habitat or Core Habitat by the
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Wetland along Southeastern Edge
Bernardston’s largest wetland in the southeastern part of town is
surrounded by residential development and in between two Critical Natural
Landscape blocks.
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Another large wetland in Center Village by Cushman
Park, the Darwin Scott Memorial Wetland, owned by
the Department of Fish and Game, spans twenty-nine
acres. This wetland receives the water flow from the
stream adjacent to Fox Hill Road. Sediment collects in
the culvert in the park, displacing stormwater and
causing flooding. After Hurricane Irene, the town
removed sediment from the culvert and stream under
an Order of Conditions from the Conservation
Commission. According to a professional wetland
scientist, a higher volume of water may be entering the
wetland than exiting it, causing water to back up,
which could appear as a rising water table. Combined
with a shallow depth to groundwater and potentially
rising water table levels on the western side of Route 5,
these high levels of water could cause flooding of
septic systems in this area. Because there is no
municipal sewer system, all business, residential, and
industrial sites maintain private septic systems.
Malfunctioning septic systems, especially in areas of
dense development, can have serious consequences for
the health of the watershed, public and private water
supplies, and other natural resources.
The flooding of Cushman Park is also a concern to
residents who don’t live nearby because the park is
used as a gathering space and for town events. (This
issue is described in more detail in Water Dynamics in
Center Village below.)
Both of these wetlands provide many opportunities for
recreation and education for visitors and residents,
including photography, bird watching, and learning
about various wetland ecosystems. However, with
probable climate change and related changes in
precipitation levels, wetlands may be subject to
increased droughts, which would decrease stream flow

and result in a decline in ecosystem diversity (FRCOG,
2013). The obverse side would be increased rain,
creating longer durations of flood and causing
permanent transformations of the wetlands and the
wildlife and vegetation inhabiting them (FRCOG,
2013).

Credit: Rachel Lindsay

Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program
(NHESP). It lies between, but is not connected to, two
areas identified as Critical Natural Landscape
extending into Greenfield. Critical Natural Landscapes
are large, intact, predominantly vegetated Landscape
Blocks with minimal impact from development
(discussed further in Element 4). Because the wetland
and the Critical Natural Landscapes are not connected,
wildlife reliant on these environments encounter a
fragmented landscape when they attempt to move
between them.

Exit Culvert of Darwin Scott Memorial Wetland
The exit of the twenty-nine acre wetland in town is this small outlet. The
amount of water that enters the wetland is not balanced with a sufficient
exit for water to flow. This small culvert contributes to a perceived rising
water table on the western side of Darwin Scott Memorial Wetland.

It is important that Bernardston continue to maintain
the high quality of its water systems to help the overall
health of the regional Connecticut River watershed.
Bernardston could implement Best Management
Practices (BMPs) to reduce or control non-point source
pollutants from entering the water bodies. Non-point
source pollutants are nutrients, sediments, and organic
materials that can enter water bodies but are not traced
back to a specific location. BMPs can reduce or
effectively control non-point source pollution. BMPs
that have been employed are rain gardens, permeable
pavement, and riparian restoration to stabilize banks
against erosion (EPA, 2014). BMPs used on
agricultural fields involve modifications to farm and
resource management practices, using structures to
control or retain the movement of water, and change in
vegetative and tillage practices (Kennedy, 2002).

3 WATERSHED PROTECTION
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In the Center Village of Bernardston, Cushman Park is
at the bottom of a catchment basin with steep slopes.
The brook that runs along Fox Hill Road enters the
park in the northwest corner, through a culvert under
Route 5. The brook runs southeast through Cushman
Park, and then enters a 150-foot long, 4-foot-diameter
culvert. The culvert is daylighted at a ninety-degree
angle into an open stream that runs between Cushman
Park and the former Cushman Hall property, which has
been used as an informal parking area since the
building was torn down in 2005. The stream is also fed
by wetlands on the north side of Route 10 through a
culvert that crosses the road in front of the Fire Station.
These two tributaries meet and drain into the twentynine-acre Darwin Scott Memorial Wetland adjacent to
the park. The area that drains into Cushman Park is
roughly one square mile and covers land that is 65
percent forested; the farmland, residential lawns, and
roads in the watershed also contribute to the flow of
sediment that progressively fills the culverts. As the
sediment builds up in the culverts, the seasonal
flooding of the park becomes more severe. Best
Management Practices for stormwater management,
like a rain garden or vegetated swale along Fox Hill
Road for sediment capture upstream of the wetland,
need to be implemented, and a maintenance program
instituted.
A third tributary enters the Darwin Scott Memorial
Wetland from the southeast, through a culvert under
Depot Street. The wetland has one exit point, where
water drains through a culvert under the railroad tracks
and continues southeast to join the Falls River. The
wetland is classified as a shrub-scrub wetland, and is
filled with woody, herbaceous species including yellow
willow (Salix lutea), black willow (Salix nigra), silky
dogwood (Cornus amomum), speckled alder (Alnus
incana ssp. rugosa), elderberry (Sambucus nigra), and
broadleaf meadowsweet (Spiraea latifolia). The
southern half of the swamp is characterized by tussock
sedge (Carex stricta), a classic wetland plant that
provides cover for small mammals and nesting material
for birds. The wetland serves as habitat for many
species, including mink, otter, and beavers.
According to professional wetland scientist Bill Latrell,
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there are three factors that have most likely contributed
to the exacerbated flooding of Cushman Park: changes
in land use and physical constraints along the stream
beds, an increasing quantity of water entering the park,
and an increase in nutrients brought into the wetland
with the sediments.

Credit: John Lepore

2. Water Dynamics in the Center Village

Culvert to Stream in Cushman Park
After a rain event, the culvert in the park is overwhelmed with the volume
of water, and is not wide enough to convey the water at a natural speed.

Over time, the management of the wetland and the park
have changed. There is both historical and physical
evidence that the wetland was previously drained.
Older residents of the town remember the wetland as a
hay field and recreation area, before the land was
donated to the state and allowed to resume its natural
condition as a wetland. What was probably a former
drainage swale is still visible in a straight break in the
sedge along the southern edge of the swamp. There is a
high probability that the previous land owner also
installed drainage tiles, a practice that was widespread
in the nineteenth century. This indicates that the land
was originally a swamp, and after the agricultural use
of the field was abandoned, the lack of active
maintenance of the drainage ditches and tiles has
allowed the land to revert to its former state. The
management in Cushman Park has also changed over
time. The current drainage system through the park
does not accommodate for the natural flow of water.
The dimensions of the culverts passing under Route 5
and the park are not adequate for the mean high water
flow, and create back-ups in the early spring thaw and
in large storm events that increase the flooding in the
park and make it unusable for the public. The ninetydegree angle formed at the end of the culvert through

have serious consequences for the residents and roads
that border the wetlands, and potentially damage the
roads and septic systems along Depot Road, Route 5,
and Route 10.

Credit: John Lepore

the park increases the deposition of sediments inside
the pipe, requiring a higher frequency of maintenance
to keep clear (Latrell, 2015).

Cushman Park after Rain
Large amounts of rain, or snow melt travelling through the park tend to
overflow due to an undersized culvert.

The amount of water entering the wetland increases as
development expands within the catchment basin that
drains to the park. Paved roads, impervious surfaces,
and areas of low vegetation such as lawns and hayfields
shed water at a faster rate than mature forest, increasing
the amount and velocity of the water flowing downhill.
If this development trend continues without
implementing swales and other systems along town
roads to capture, treat, and infiltrate stormwater before
reaching the park, these flooding issues will increase.
As precipitation rates change and likely increase in the
future, flooding will further decrease the accessibility
of the park for public use.

There are actions the town can take to manage the
water dynamics that are affecting the usability of the
park. Preventative measures can be taken to slow the
build-up of sediments in the wetland. Best
Management Practices for sediment capture upstream
of the wetlands should be designed and constructed.
Modifying the drainage system in Cushman Park to
daylight the covered stream and increase the size of the
culverts under Routes 5 and 10 are options. The town
should perform routine maintenance of existing
culverts and swales. Damage caused by storms are an
opportunity to improve the drainage system and
upgrade the culvert to accommodate larger storm
events, rather than replace what’s there. Encouraging
the implementation of reforestation and soil
conservation techniques in the catchment basin that
drains into the park can also reduce the flow of water
and sediment into Center Village. Stormwater
management along the state roads and Fox Hill Road
can also help to mitigate the flooding in the park.

Water entering the park carries sediments with
nutrients from soils, agricultural fertilizers, and other
organic compounds picked up by the flow of water
over the land. These nutrients are deposited into the
wetland, causing eutrophication, which can increase
the rate of plant growth. Depending on the types of
nutrients and plant growth in the wetland this could
have different impacts on the water dynamics and flood
storage capacity of the wetland.
Currently, the wetland has three tributaries and only
one drainage point. If the exit were blocked by the
build-up of sediments or increased plant growth, the
amount of water held in the wetland would increase,
expanding the overall size of the wetland. This would
3 WATERSHED PROTECTION
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A 100-year floodplain is an area that has a one
percent chance of being inundated by a flood in
any year (FEMA, 2014). Most of the land subject
to flooding in Bernardston is along the Falls River,
with additional areas along Dry Brook and around
the wetlands in the south. Bernardston has adopted
a Floodplain Overlay District, corresponding to the
100-year floodplain. The zoning Overlay District
restricts some development and protects vegetation
and public safety (further discussed in Land Use).
Within 500 feet of the floodplain, there are 629
buildings and public gathering spaces, which
include the Congregational Unitarian Church, the
Powers Institute, the fire station, Cushman Library,
and Cushman Park. If another storm like Irene hit
Bernardston, these structures and their associated
septic systems could be at risk of flood damage,
potentially resulting in pollution entering nearby
waters.
The present understanding of climate change
science has led scientists to predict that there could
be an increase in rain, enlarging the floodplain and
prolonging the duration of flooding (FRCOG,
2013). This could impact both the farmland within
the floodplain and the businesses and residences in
the Center Village (FRCOG, 2013). To best
prepare for these potential climate challenges,
Bernardston could take measures to promote soil
conservation practices on local farms that reduce
erosion. Improving stormwater management along
existing roads through systems that capture and
infiltrate rain and snow melt at its source could
also reduce the severity of flooding downstream.
To prevent public health emergencies in the future,
the town could actively pursue solutions for
wastewater treatment that would reduce the
potential for septic system failure during flood
events.

Credit: John Lepore

3. 100-Year Floodplain

Hurricane Irene
After Hurricane Irene in 2012, Cushman Park was almost completely
inundated. The culvert could not manage all of the water along with the
sediment that was conveyed down the streams. Eventually, the stream had
to be dredged. If there are more storms like Hurricane Irene in the future,
Cushman Park will need a culvert or stream that can handle the large
volume of water that will flow through the park during these large storms.

100-Year Floodplains
The numerous floodplains correspond with the
larger water bodies in town. The two large
wetlands in the southern part of town each have
a floodplain as well as the brooks in this area.
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4. Groundwater
Aquifers and Wellheads
Aquifers are made up of water-bearing soils and
minerals. They are either confined between layers of
rock and clay or unconfined, where they receive
recharge water directly from the surface waters or
precipitation (EEA, 2015). The areas that recharge an
aquifer can either be directly above the aquifer or miles
away. It is important to have protective measures on
recharge land to protect the quality and quantity of
water so as to not contaminate the aquifer and the
public drinking water supply.
Bernardston has two public wells, the Barton Road
Well and the Sugar House Well, owned and operated
by the Fire and Water District, a private entity. They
supply water to sixty percent of Bernardston residents
and various commercial businesses, industries, and
agricultural enterprises. Because the water mains do
not reach the total extent of the town, many residents
are required to rely on private wells. Two town wells
are inactive and the fifth well is privately owned by
Northfield Mount Hermon, a private school in the
neighboring town to the east. There is also a well
located on the former Purple Meadow Campground
that was taken out of use in 2009 due to mechanical
issues. The District currently maintains twenty-two
miles of water pipes in town, some of which are
antiquated and need replacing. The Fire and Water
District estimates it replaces 3 percent of the pipes each
year.
In 2014, Franklin County Regional Governments
identified Bernardston as one of eight critical public
water supply sources for Franklin County. Protecting
the public water supply in Bernardston should be a
priority. One factor that could impact the water supply
is the anticipated changes in precipitation due to
climate change. These changes could include a
decreased water supply in the summer, leading to
higher demand on water, or extreme flooding from
increased precipitation in intense storms that may be
experienced year round (FRCOG, 2013). This change
in climate could put higher pressure on the antiquated
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water mains, leading Bernardston to upgrade the water
mains and perhaps also reinstating one of the wells not
currently in use to meet an increased demand.
The wellheads in Bernardston have three zones of
protection. Zone I generally takes a circular shape with
a radius of 100 to 400 feet from the wellhead,
depending on the amount of withdrawal of the
particular well (TOB Wellhead, 2012). This area
requires the most protection because it is the most
vulnerable to contamination. In Bernardston, the Fire
and Water District does not own all of the Zone I areas,
leaving them vulnerable to adverse land uses by the
residents, businesses, farmers, or schools that do own
them. As a Best Management Practice, the Department
of Environmental Protection recommends that a
supplier owns the Zone I area.
Zone II is the area that contributes water to replenish
the well; it includes the Zone I. It recharges the
groundwater with rain, stormwater, or melting snow
that percolates down into the soil and reaches the
aquifer (TOB Wellhead, 2012). Zone II boundaries are
determined by hydrogeological investigations.
Bernardston has a local Water Resource Protection
Overlay District, which correlates with the Zone II.
The Overlay District has certain development
restrictions to further protect and reduce risk of
contamination of the groundwater in the Zone II areas.

Wellheads and Aquifers
The water mains in town do not extend to the
whole town, causing many residents to require a
private well. Pratt Field Well and Purple Meadow
Well are both inactive. With the uncertainties
of climate change, there is potential for an
increased demand on water supply. This
may lead to the inactive wells needing to be
reinstated.
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The Zone III encompasses both the Zone I and the
Zone II, and contributes surface and groundwater
to the Zone II. It represents the watershed of the
well. There are local bylaws that control and
restricts impervious surfaces, floor drains, and
facilities that generate hazardous waste within the
Zone III areas (TOB Wellhead, 2012).
Current regulated zones may be insufficient as the
climate continues to change. The Zone II and
Overlay Districts may need to be reassessed and
expanded to accommodate future supply needs if
precipitation increases in the area.
The northernmost well, Sugarhouse Well, is
located between Interstate 91 and Route 5. This
well is at risk of being contaminated by the salt use
on both of the state roads around the recharge area
and the well (TOB Wellhead, 2012).
Route 10 crosses through the Zone II recharge area
of the Northfield Mount Hermon well, another
potential source of contamination, which would
not, however, affect Bernardston’s public water
supply.
Barton Road Well and Pratt Field Well are near the
town’s sports fields, where people park their cars to
watch games. At community meetings, residents
have expressed concern that all the cars that park
within the Zone I and Zone II areas are potentially
contaminating the water supply.

Agriculture is part of Bernardston’s identity as a small
New England town, and residents would like to see it
continue; however, the use of various pesticides and
fertilizers on agricultural fields within Zone II areas
poses a potential contamination threat to drinking
water. Runoff from croplands collects fertilizers and
pesticides and conveys them to nearby water bodies,
and fertilizers and pesticides can also leach downward
from the surface, contaminating the groundwater
below. Barton Road Well and Sugar House Well are
both near numerous agriculture fields, and could be at
risk. Landowners and farmers can implement various
best management practices (BMPs) to reduce the risk
of fertilizer and pesticide contamination of the Zone II
recharge area. BMPs are site specific; they are meant to
maintain agricultural production in an economically
feasible manner while also being environmentally
sensitive and sustainable (EEA, 2015).

5. Wastewater Treatment Considerations
Bernardston does not have a municipal sewer system,
and residents and businesses are responsible for
installing and maintaining individual septic systems
that meet state health and environmental regulations.
The Board of Health has noted there are an increasing
number of septic systems failing to meet the state’s
Title 5 regulations, implemented to protect public
health and oversee the environmental safety of
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wastewater treatment. Septic systems that are not
properly maintained can leach nutrients and bacteria
into the soil, degrading groundwater quality, and
creating public health hazards. The soil characteristics
on a site determine how a septic system should be
designed to meet Title 5 requirements.
Conventional septic systems carry raw sewage and
wastewater from the house into a settling tank. The
solids sink to the bottom of the tank, and the liquid,
called effluent, leaves the tank through an outlet. The
effluent is discharged into a leach field, often a
constructed series of trenches with gravel, sand, or
porous material. The effluent percolates through the
material, where harmful bacteria, viruses and nutrients
are trapped or broken down through natural processes.
The higher the absorption and infiltration capacity of
the leach field, the less likely that an area will become
saturated with a high concentration of effluent.
According to the NRCS Soil Web Survey, all of
Bernardston’s soils are categorized as somewhat or
very limited for septic tank absorption fields. These
classifications are based on several soil characteristics
including the frequency of flooding, filtering capacity,
and depth to the water table. These limitations mean
that the majority of septic systems in the Center Village
may require major soil remediation with large amounts
of purchased gravel or sand, or special designs that
have more expensive installation and maintenance
costs.
Proper maintenance of septic systems includes the
periodic removal of the solids that build up inside the
tank. Allowing the tank to fill with solid waste may
push some solids out into the leach field, saturating the
soils with harmful bacteria and lowering the absorption
capacity. The Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection only requires that a
conventional septic system be inspected when a
property is sold, which means that the onus of
maintaining a system is on the individual owner. It is

the opinion of the Bernardston Board of Health that
many systems in Bernardston fail to meet the state
inspection at the time of sale because of a lack of
maintenance. Due to stricter regulations, a poorly
maintained conventional system may not be able to be
repaired. If a leach field is badly damaged and the site
is too small to construct a new one, a specially
designed system is required.
In interviews with the Board of Health, a former
Regional Health Agent, and town officials, the
following situations have come to light:
•
•
•

•

Sixteen septic systems failed to pass inspection
in 2014 and one house was condemned partially
because of a damaged system.
Multiple businesses that serve the general public
have failed to maintain their septic systems,
allowing them to clog and back up.
Residents are not educated about proper
maintenance, and are unprepared to deal with
the costs of replacing failed systems, which
can devalue property and negatively affects the
housing market in town.
The Board of Health is operating with a small
staff and doesn’t have the resources or expertise
to adequately address the septic issues or
come up with alternative designs to improve
the quality and lower the costs of wastewater
management.

Recently, the Town Board of Health has taken
measures to improve these situations. They have
instituted fees for the re-inspection of repairs to create
incentives for proper maintenance, and are working on
implementing a mandatory requirement for filters that
would result in systems backing up into the house
before solids were released into the leach fields. This
would alert residents and businesses to the problem
before the leach fields are contaminated or severely
damaged.
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In 2008, Bernardston contracted with Tighe & Bond,
an engineering and environmental consulting firm, to
conduct a wastewater infrastructure analysis and
conceptual development plan for two undeveloped sites
near the entrance of I-91. The goals for the plan
included evaluating the wastewater infrastructure
needed to serve the Center Village and additional
development on the two business and industrial sites
developed, and generate a conceptual plan for mixed
business and industrial development that could be used
as a marketing tool to attract investors and developers.
The town zoning requirements, wetland resources,
community needs, marketability, and the desire to
maintain the rural character of town were taken into
consideration during the analyses. The plan
recommended a centralized sewage system with a
capacity of 40,000 gallons per day to serve a portion of
the Central Village. The anticipated costs for this
centralized system total over $6 million. The plan also
evaluated the USDA Rural Development loans and the
Massachusetts State Revolving Fund as sources of
potential funding, and determined that if these sources
of funding were used, the options ranged from twentyto forty-year loans ranging from $4.8 million to $8
million in total payments.
The state Title 5 regulations permit individual systems
that process up to 10,000 gallons of wastewater a day.
Larger systems require a special permit from the state.
The costs of a larger system rise sharply, which lowers
the financial viability of businesses and industries that
require larger systems. A centralized wastewater
treatment plant would make the town more appealing
to a greater variety and scale of businesses and
industries, although these systems are very costly and
would require a large amount of coordination and
outside funding. Due to the steep topography, large
area, and low density of development in Bernardston,
the cost of a system to serve the majority of residents
would be prohibitive. However, investing in a
centralized system could benefit the town by reducing
the costs of maintaining individual systems for each of
the municipal buildings, attracting larger businesses
and industries that would diversify the tax base, and
create local jobs. The scale and design of a sewer
system would determine the type of development
potential for Center Village. Some considerations for
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different scales and types of systems are discussed
below, but a solution for this issue is beyond the scope
of this report and should be taken up by a professional
environmental engineer. Section 10 contains a more
detailed discussion of the recommendations referenced
below.

Individual Septic Solutions
According to MassDEP’s approved list of individual
wastewater treatment systems, many of the newer
innovative and alternative designs that require
maintenance contracts are better than some of the
centralized or decentralized systems at removing solids
and other pollutants from wastewater before it reaches
soil absorption areas. In addition, the soil absorption
areas from these systems tend to have longer lives due
to the efficiency of the system. These systems
incorporate advanced technology that decreases the
content of nitrogen in the wastewater, protecting
private or public water supplies and other nitrogensensitive zones from contamination. With stricter
regulations on conventional septic systems, they are
increasingly becoming outdated. These outdated
systems are increasingly failing and posing a threat to
groundwater quality and public health. Educating the
public about proper maintenance regimes and updates
to systems will be necessary to further protect the
quality of the groundwater and prevent public health
emergencies. The Board of Health is currently working
on increasing the monitoring of septic systems and
implementing stricter town requirements to prevent
system failures, but there are further actions that could
be taken to address these issues. The Planning Board
could create a Wastewater District with mandated
periodic inspections of septic systems. The Board of
Health could investigate retrofits such as aerators that
would increase the quality and life of the systems, and
coordinate the purchase and installation of these
retrofits to reduce the overall costs for residents and
businesses.

De-centralized Sewer Systems
The Environmental Protection Agency and MassDEP
promote decentralized systems as a cost-efficient
alternative that has lower public health and
environmental risks than larger centralized systems.
Some decentralized systems, such as a small-diameter
pressurized system that connects to existing septic
tanks, can use existing infrastructure to establish a
communal secondary treatment site. These systems
may help to reduce costs for stakeholders and allow for
higher density of development on a small scale, but
require a higher degree of cooperation among
individuals to coordinate shared management and site a
common leach field.
The Environmental Protection Agency has identified
six management strategies that communities may adopt
to improve the performance of decentralized systems
and decrease their maintenance costs. These range in
complexity from educational outreach to encourage
better maintenance, to creating legal entities to oversee
maintenance and inspections. Options include
increasing homeowner awareness of proper septic
maintenance and alternative systems, establishing
requirements for maintenance contracts with a locally
contracted inspector, establishing third-party
responsible management entities to manage privately
owned systems, and establishing a third-party entity
such as an independent wastewater district that owns,
installs, and maintains clustered systems (EPA, 2012).

Establishing third-party management over individual
and decentralized systems may be a successful longterm strategy in increasing the affordability of higher
quality systems, and preventing environmental and
public health emergencies in Bernardston.

Centralized Sewer Systems
A centralized system, such as the one proposed in 2009
by Tighe and Bond, would support residents and
businesses with a capacity of greater than 15,000
gallons per day. A system of this scale could allow for
denser residential and commercial development.
However, it would require extensive planning and
engineering, skilled labor to construct and operate,
large amounts of capital, and long-term financial
support, which poses a significant challenge for a small
town with limited financial and staffing resources
(Hophmayer-Tokich). Assessing the most appropriate
size of a centralized sewer system can be difficult. The
soil and physical characteristics of a site determine the
capacity of a system; therefore any anticipated or
desired expansion in the future must be taken into
consideration when looking for sites for development.
The major challenges facing Bernardston in creating a
centralized sewer system include garnering the support
of the townspeople to pay for a plan by qualified
environmental engineers, and pursuing funding to
create the system. Available funding for rural
wastewater systems has been steadily decreasing since
the 1980s, and small towns have fewer resources
available for support (Ayers, 2015). Locating a
suitable area for the disposal or reuse of the treated
effluent poses an additional challenge. Since the sale of
one of the sites used in the Tighe and Bond study, there
are fewer undeveloped areas available.

De-Centralized Wastewater System
This is a diagram of a wastewater treatment system on a neighborhood
scale.
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Rural Wastewater Treatment Case Studies
Charlemont’s wastewater treatment plant was built in 1998 by an independent wastewater
district and was designed to accommodate the downtown business district and future residential and
business growth. The plant has a capacity of 500,000 gallons a day and serves 450 buildings in the
central business district. Unfortunately, the design of the plant anticipated faster economic growth
than has occurred, resulting in the plant only processing 15,000 gallons a day and operating at a loss.
(Ayers, 2015). Although Charlemont’s wastewater system is not being used to its capacity, the system
successfully serves the town center and can support further business growth. The design for the system
also includes solar panels that cover 64% of the energy needs of the plant (Town of Charlemont, MA).
The town of Wendell, MA has been recognized for its non-standard waste treatment methods
including the approval of standard composting toilet systems for residents. (EPA, 2012). The town
needed to update its approach to septic solutions as public buildings lacked facilities and some systems
were discharging illegally into a nearby swamp. Wendell was encouraged to put in a community system
that served town buildings and included additional capacity to accommodate residents in the center of
town. The town received funding from the Metropolitan District Commission (now the Department of
Conservation and Recreation) to construct a decentralized system with alternating leach fields (Ayers,
2015).
In the Albemarle Region of North Carolina, low-permeability clay soils and high water tables make
much of the area unsuitable for conventional septic systems. In 1991, a study found that 30% of the
systems were malfunctioning and posing risks to groundwater, rivers, and wetlands. 11 counties formed
an Albemarle Septic Management Entity (ASME) in 1993 that has implemented routine inspections,
maintenance contract requirements and reminders, and alternating leach fields for decentralized
systems. ASME inspects all systems in its jurisdiction annually, and bills owners for necessary repairs.
The program is sustained through annual home permit feeds, annual system inspection fees, and county
funds. By 2008, the rate of malfunctioning systems had fallen from 30% to 0.2%. (EPA, 2012)
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Watershed Protection Strategies
In order to achieve these goals, the town should create
opportunities for the residents to become more
educated about the water quality in Bernardston, both
ground and surface waters. Assess possibilities and
conduct studies for further protection of public water
supply. Maintain Center Village with an alternative
sewer system that supports current development on a
neighborhood and commercial scale to create infill
development and sustain businesses.
Issues:
• The public water supply is at potential risk
of contamination from salt use and de-icing
chemicals used on state highways.
• Zone II recharge areas of public wellheads may
be under pressure due to climate change.
• There is no education opportunities available for
residents to learn about water quality.
• Cushman Park frequently floods due to an
undersized culvert in the park. Upstream erosion
brings sediment into the park, further obstructing
the culvert in the park.
• Lack of stormwater management contributes to
potential pollution of groundwater and rivers in
town.
• Flooding in Center Village contributes to failing
septic systems on residents’ property.
• Septic systems in town cannot support infill
development.
• There is no public access to the Falls River.

Considering Sustainability
Scientists predict that, in part due to chemical
changes in the atmosphere, there will be
an increase in annual precipitation, shifts in
temperature, and increased frequency and
intensity of storms and flooding in New England.
These changes may have unpredictable impacts
on surface and groundwater resources. As the
population and development pressures change
in the region, the demand on Bernardston’s
groundwater may also increase. An increase in
precipitation would result in a higher volume of
water flowing through Bernardston. Agricultural
and residential areas will need to prepare for
increased flooding and periods of drought
by implementing soil conservation practices
to reduce erosion and avoiding the use of
environmentally damaging chemicals. Good
watershed management practices such as the
preservation of open, vegetated land and a
limited amount of paved surfaces will serve
to reduce the negative impacts of increased
precipitation and to protect all water resources.

Credit: Bill Montiglio

C. Recommendations

River Bank
Bernardston citizens desire public access to the water bodies in town.
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Recommendations
Recommendation for Bernardston’s future
(Watershed, Natural and Cultural Resource,
Land Use) management cover a range of actions,
including education and outreach, zoning and policy
changes, strengthening community connections,
and investing in infrastructure changes that require
significant planning and funding. The following
recommendations are explained in more detail with
suggested time frames and potential responsible
parties in Section 10.
Ongoing
Create public education programs to raise awareness
about the importance of protecting surface water and
wetlands for water quality and ecological integrity.
With more knowledge of water systems and the
services they provide to residents, people may be
more motivated to take care of their natural
environment. These programs should stress the role
that intact watersheds and wetlands play in mitigating
the detrimental impacts of increased storms from
climate change.
1 to 5 Years
Designate an area along the Falls River for recreation
and scenic views. The town could work with
landowners and the Conservation Commission to find
an appropriate site that can accommodate residents
and visitors and is designed to minimize impact on
the riparian habitats and wildlife.
Create a trail system with signs along Pratt Field as a
focal point for water education about the town’s
water supply system, water treatment, and
management practices to protect water quality, and
ecosystem services. Incorporate additional vegetation
along the parking area to infiltrate stormwater and
filter contaminants from vehicles. The site is adjacent
to one of the town’s public wells and borders a
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stream. Signs should have information about actions
that citizens can take to protect the local water supply.
These could include encouraging bike and foot travel
to the sports fields to reduce potential contamination
due to vehicular traffic at Pratt Field, which is in the
Zone I protection area of the well. Information about
the Pratt Field well, the process of replenishing the
well, and facts about the nearby stream and the habitat
that the stream supports could also be part of the
educational materials.
Create a regulatory system to oversee the maintenance
of individual septic systems. This could be
accomplished with the creation of a Wastewater
District that mandates periodic inspections of septic
systems within the Center Village, business, and
industrial zones, or by mandating alternative systems
approved by the DEP that require maintenance
contracts.
Investigate shared-ownership strategies for septic
systems and actively facilitate information for
homeowners about available alternative systems and
retrofits that could increase the life of current systems.
There are a wide variety of alternative septic systems
that have been approved by the DEP. Creating
decentralized systems on a neighborhood scale can
reduce installation and maintenance costs, although
they may require additional organization and economic
structures such as escrow accounts for long-term
maintenance.
Designate Fox Hill Road and state roads as priorities
for stormwater Best Management Practices, which
would include vegetated swales along the road to slow
the flow and infiltrate runoff. Along Fox Hill Road, this
would help to decrease the volume of water and
sediment being conveyed into Cushman Park and the
wetland. Implementing BMPs for state roads could
prevent runoff from potentially polluting the town’s
water bodies and recharge zones by capturing and
infiltrating the runoff.

Establish remediation sites using cattails (Typha
angustifolia) and spear saltbush (Atriplex patula) in
swales in the Zone II Recharge Area of the Sugar
House well, where the state maintenance regimes of
Routes 5 and I-9I result to high amounts of salt in road
runoff. These species are salt tolerant and have the
ability to treat salt-contaminated runoff before
infiltration.
Evaluate the unpaved roads in town and their
susceptibility to erosion. Conduct a study to find out
how much sediment and runoff flows off the streets
into the water bodies in town. Unpaved roads can
contribute to rural character, and may slow the spread
of residential growth in more remote areas.
Work with the Highway Department and the
Massachusetts Department of Transportation to
establish an Integrative Vegetation Management
program to minimize the use of herbicides and control
vegetation in the Right-of-Ways. This will help to
minimize damage to native wildlife and groundwater
from herbicides and chemical uses, and implement
management strategies such as carefully timed mowing
to allow for songbird reproduction.
Consider conducting a study of salt use on state roads
and the impact on groundwater or recharge zones to
determine whether certain areas of the state roads can
be designated as “reduced salt areas.” Road salt is a
potential contaminant to the public water supply,
especially within the Sugar House Well recharge zone.
Hire an engineer to consult on wastewater treatment
alternatives. There is no one currently on the Board of
Health or in the Town government that has the
necessary environmental engineering expertise to direct
the town towards appropriate solutions for wastewater
treatment in Bernardston. The 2009 Tighe and Bond
Sewer Analysis and Conceptual Design Report should
be reviewed to assess the feasibility of centralized or
decentralized sewage treatment systems for the Center
Village and business and industrial zones.

5 to 10 Years
Reassess the Water Protection Overlay District
assuming that the current inactive wells will need to be
reinstated in the future. Bernardston has been identified
as one of eight critical sources of public water supply
in Franklin County. Unpredictable changes in future
precipitation along with population growth may require
inactive wells in Bernardston to be reinstated, or new
wells to be constructed. The Water Protection Overlay
District would need to be assessed to meet any
significant changes in demand or the creation of
additional wells.
Pursue funding for design and construction of a
wastewater treatment solution resulting from
professional environmental engineering plans that
allows for denser development and a wider variety of
businesses. Additional funding may be available if,
during construction of sewer system, utility lines could
be buried and old water mains could be replaced. There
are limited funding sources available for rural towns,
and a separate committee or hired staff member may be
necessary to devote the time required to acquire the
funds for a project of this scale.

10 to 20 Years
Construct a boardwalk through the wetlands by
Cushman Park with wildlife and water education signs
to increase accessibility and awareness of the
ecosystem and natural environment. This will make use
of the wetlands in the park, and can be a recreational
destination for both residents and visitors.
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Credit: Rachel Lindsay

Darwin Scott Memorial Wetland

